How to make you and your house as safe as possible
If you want to make you and your house survive the hell of Hitler, then follow
these simple steps to make you prepared for Hitler’s attack. We will have no
warning none of us will see it coming.
What to do when you hear the siren:
Once the siren has gone off make sure you don’t panic, then
start to fast walk to either an air raid shelter or if your are
closer to your house then go inside. If you have a Morison
shelter or an Anderson shelter go inside MAKE SURE YOU
REMEMBER YOUR GAS MASK! If you didn’t manage to get to
your house or to an air raid shelters NEVER STAY STANDING!
Lay down either at your house (if you don’t have a Morison
shelter or Anderson shelter) or if you are out then lay down
on the floor. If you are in a car then turn the lights off or turn
your car off, if you are at home turn all your lights off and shut
your curtains so the bombers don’t know where the city or
town is.
If there is a gas attack:
If there is a gas attack A.R.P (air raid precaution) will walk
around with a gas rattler if you heir it then put you gas mask
on. If there is a gas attack and you have children make sure
you put there’s on first. Before the war has started make sure
you have practised putting your gas mask on and off, make
sure it fits.
Protecting your home:
To stop your glass shattering all over you put either tape over your window
you can also glue thin see throw curtains to catch the glass. If you have spare
beams then put them up in your refuge room to keep it sturdier if the floor
above falls down then it won’t collapse on you. I’ll tell you in a bit how to make
your refuge room safe as possible. If you have a spare door then nail it up
against a window on the outside and leave a gap between the window and fill

the gap up with sand or if you have a book shelf then put it against the inside
of the window and fill it with books. If the siren goes off then turn the gas of in
your house so it doesn’t blow up if it catches on fire.

Making your refuge room as safe as possible:
If you don’t want to leave your home then you
can make your own refuge room. First take all
the glass stuff out so it doesn’t shatter over
you nail wooden or metal beams up so the
roof doesn’t fall down on you.
Shelters:
Morison shelters are for people who don’t
want to leave your house. If you can’t afford
to buy one then you have to show that you
can’t afford to buy one and then you will get
one for free. If you can afford to buy one then
they are £7. You will have to build them or
ask someone to build it for you. A Morison
shelter is proven to stand the weight of a roof
of a house. Anderson shelters are outside
shelters for big families you need to have
loads of cloves, blankets (to keep yourself
warm), lots of food because you don’t .
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